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Successes Amongst Restaurants Despite Pandemic Conditions 




Source: Mistral Restaurant 
 
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and business closures in Boston, the restaurant 
industry in particular has seen some of the most significant negative impacts.  According to the 
Massachusetts Restaurant Association (MRA) President Bob Luz, an estimated 3,600 out of 
16,000 restaurants as of September have not reopened since the start of the pandemic (First, 
2020).  While there does not seem to be a statewide database of restaurant closures, Palabiyik, 
Bagnera and Cronin (Palabiyik et al., 2020) reported in August, a total of 126 closures. 
 
Fine-dining establishments around the world have examined unique opportunities for take-out 
options intended to generate additional revenue since seating and turnover have been limited in 
the actual restaurant (Dizik, 2014).  However, take-out in this manner only accounted for five 
percent of sales, typically provided with their most frequent customer craving their signature 
items and unable to reserve a seat at the table (Dizik, 2014).  Fine dining has experienced a 
transformational pivot in order to stay viable yet provide a unique experience for customers, so 
the staff can continue to earn an income (Lalley, 2020). 
 
Acclaimed Chicago restaurants in the Alinea Group, lead by co-owner Nick Kokonas, created a 
pivot for their high-end restaurant by offering take-out, producing over 1,200 dinner meals daily 
(Clarke, 2020b; Lalley, 2020).  Another intended, but less thought of consequence, to upscale 
food take-out is the spread established to minimize the scarcity of food (Clarke, 2020a).  The 
change in business operations allow for chefs to be more creative with their menu offerings, by 
creating meal kits and prix-fixe options (Pritchett, 2020).  Even Michelin-starred restaurants are 
   
 
   
 
seeking to provide take-out options and delivery service for their food; chefs in New York City 
anticipate that after the conclusion of the pandemic there will be a new model which will include 
take-out in their business’ operations (He, 2020). 
 
Boston Success 
One such Boston-based restaurant company, the Columbus Hospitality Group (CHG), owners of 
Mistral, Sorellina, Mooo, Ostra, Teatro, Bar Lyon, and L’Andana, have excelled in changing the 
way their business operates by providing curb-side service, take-out and delivery to their 
clientelle.  Prior to the closure of non-essential businesses in the state of Massachusetts by 
Governor Baker, on March 17, 2020, the CHG leadership team had proactively devised a plan to 
pivot.  Food consumption outside of the fine dining restaurant establishments was not a primary 
method of access for their consumers.  According to Boston University alumnus, Lisa Flores, 
Questrom ’02, who is the Director of Sales and Marketing for CHG, all items needed to carefully 
be packaged separately and properly labeled in order to meet the plating and presentation 
standards CHG’s guests have grown accustomed to when dining in their restaraunts. 
The chef-owner of the group insisted on testing each menu item 20-minutes after package 
completion. This intensive process confirmed that the food items, which are so diligently 
presentated in the dining room, would travel well to its final destination.  These measures are 
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Once closed for in-dining operations, the line level staff effectively had to be laid off from their 
traditional positions.  Yet, food still needed to be delivered to their customers and maintaining 
control over the delivery process was a key factor.  The upscale clients had safety concerns about 
having food delivered via a third-party service provider, so the general managers became 
“Delivery Butlers.”  This unique aspect reinforced the safety and security measures being taken 
by each of CHG’s restaurants in the minds of the consumer. Additionally, this new role for 
general managers afforded them with the opportunity to forge relationships with customers. 
Flores noted that while making deliveries “[managers] were able to say ‘here is my business card 
for the future when we reopen.’” While these types of interactions between managers and 
customers would’ve been eliminated by the shut down, they were now able to “deliver” these 
interactions along with take-out orders. Forging these relationships will allow for CHG to build 
and maintain a loyal customer base when the hospitality industry sees a comeback post-COVID-
19 (Flores, 2020). 
 
Flores indicated that in her twenty years with the restaurant group, she has never had to sell like 
she is doing presently.  This has been a pivotal moment for her personally, as she has realized 
that so many more opportunities are presenting themselves as she taps into her creativity for 
driving revneue.  Like Flores, many restaurateurs are striving to be more ingenious while using 
innovation to their advantage; learning from others, in the restaurant community, for imaginative 
packaging and take-out options.  This revelation has been a driving force for the creation of new 
options for their customers.  
 
When customers weren’t able, or comfortable, with dining or attending events in person, Flores 
provided them with an opportunity to do both from the comfort of their own homes. Through the 
creation of carefully curated “tasting boxes,” Flores found an opportunity to pair wine, cheese 
and handcrafted items from CHG’s kitchens and offer virtual tastings. Customers could order a 
box, log on to Zoom, and participate in a tasting hosted by wine specialists.  After great success 
with the virtual tasting events, Flores is now exploring opportunities to expand the products 
included in the boxes. Although CHG does not offer sushi products on their menus, they went 
through an extensive training program and testing process to create a “Sushi and Saki” virtual 
tasting box. Not only has CHG started expanding their food offerings, they’ve begun curating 
customized menus for virtual events like the Boston Ballet, providing event attendees with a 
special take-out opportunity. With this, CHG has been able to pivot to offer not only new events, 
but new products as well. 
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While CHG has excelled in catering to their loyal diners, they’ve also found ways to maintain 
their profits with corporate clients and events. With gathering restrictions put in place, most, if 
not all, in-person events have been cancelled, postponed, or moved to a virtual format. In an 
effort to avoid cancelling corporate events booked with Mistral, Flores offered her curated boxes 
and virtual tastings in place of the typical group functions. In-person events come with an array 
of costs including catering and transportation, but in a time where travel and gatherings are 
minimal, Flores found an opportunity to sell CHG’s brand and products to their corporate clients 
in a carefully packaged wooden box. She noted that corporate event planners “still have event 
dollars even if they're not doing them on site” (Flores, 2020). 
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Corporate event spending didn’t end with Mistral’s tasting boxes. Companies used the funds they 
had set aside for events and used them to purchase gift cards for their employees. These 
employees could then use these gift cards for take-out, delivery or the staff at Mistral would 
provide a contactless option and load food right into a customer’s car trunk.  
 
Another new experience the restaurant group promoted this fall was a Thanksgiving meal for two 
package.  This was the first time in twenty-three years of operating that CHG’s restaurants were 
open for Thanksgiving, providing take-out meals.  While not done in the past, this is a strategy 
the team is refining for next year’s service. Flores (2020) noted “this year has…made me 
see…we have missed opportunities in different ways.” 
 
Although the COVID-19 pandemic has forced many businesses to close their doors, lose 
revenue, and furlough staff, creative and intuitive professionals like Flores have been able to 
identify new business opportunities that can continue to be offered post-pandemic. She has found 
new ways to grow Columbus Hospitality Group’s business, support their staff and lead by 
example in the hospitality industry. 
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